
 
REPORT REGARDING THE LEGAL CHALLENGE TO CHANGE THE PHASE CUOTAS IN 

THE COMPLEX HACIENDA RIQUELME GOLF RESORT 

BACKGROUND 

Where are the phases cuotas established? 

In the Title of New Deed and “Título Constitutivo” (Here in after Deed of Constitution). 

What is the Deed of Constitution? 

All the Communities of owners have an origin, a beginning which is called Deed of 

Constitution). 

In this document is established all the necessary for the working of the Community and it 

is regulated in art. 5 of the Spanish Law of Horizontal Property. 

What is established in the Deed of Constitution? 

In this document is established: the boundaries, the properties that conform the 

Communities, the coefficients of participations, common installations,…  

  

Who does the Deed of Constitution? 

 

The Deed of Constitution is done, most of the times, by the building developer. 

 

Where is ratified? 

 

Usually is ratified in the Meeting of Constitution of the Community. 

  

How to modify a “Título Constitutivo”. 

  

 The Spanish Law of Horizontal Property establishes in art. 17 as follows: 

 The agreements from the Proprietors Meeting will be subject to the following rules:   

1ª) Unanimity will only be possible to be required for the validity of agreements which 

imply the approval or modification of the rules, which are included on the Title Deed of Property 

(Título Constitutivo”) in condominium or on the community statutes.   

 



 
Therefore, to modify a Deed of Constitution is necessary unanimity. 

Is there a deadline to modify the Statutes or the Deed of Constitution? 

No. It can be requested in any AGM or EGM but in both cases it would be necessary that 

the agreement is adopted by unanimity. 

The deadline is to challenge unlawful agreements in the art. 18. of the Spanish Law of 

Horizontal Property: The action will expire three months after the agreement the meeting 

agreement has been determined, unless acts are contrary to the Law or to the Statutes. If so, 

the action will expire after a year. For absent proprietors, this term will be computed starting 

from the agreement notice, according to the stated procedure on article 9th.   

Therefore, any owner can request to modify the Deed of Constitution in an AGM or EGM 

 Scenario Hacienda Riquelme 

The Título Constitutivo (Deed of Constitution) for Hacienda Riquelme number 3773/05.  

was granted by “La Hacienda Riquelme S.L.”, who was the Building Developer of the Resort 

with number of Protocole number 3773/05, under the Public Notary Juan Isidro Gancedo del 

Pino. 

In this Deed is established the percentage of participation of the phases in the Resorts, 

the buildings in the Phase and the properties in the buildings. 

This Deed was ratified for all the Resort in the Meetings of Constitution held on 6th 

September, 2006 for the General Community and on 7th for all the Subcommunities, with the 

only attendance of the representative of the promoter, not being able to challenge the 

agreements. 

It is important to remark that, accordance to art. 24 of the Spanish Law of Horizontal 

Property for the Resorts is necessary the unanimity in the General Community and all the 

Subcommunities. 

 Spanish Jurisprudence 

Al the Court Rules regarding this issue that we have found, clearly establishes that is 

necessary the unanimity to change the Deed of Consitution and the Statues. This is established 

in Court Rules as from Audiencia Provincial in Pontevedra, Vigo, Sec. 6.ª, 580/2011, de 28 

de junio which establishes that “it is necessary the unanimity for the agreements that modify 

the rules of the Deed of Constitution or in the Statutes” and from Audiencia Provincial  in 



 
Zaragoza, Sec. 5.ª, 377/2012, de 19 de junio, which also establishes that “ to the change of 

cuotas, as it belongs to the Deed of Constitution is necessary the unanimity (art. 17).” 

Nevertheless, the Tribunal Supremo (High Court) in a Court Rule (1158/2008 on 19th 

December) has established that it is possible to try to change the Deed of Constitution, not 

having the unanimity, if the opposition is abusive or antisocial exercise of the right. 

Therefore, in accordance with this Court Rule, an owner who considers that the 

coefficient of participations is not correct could request a modification in an AGM through the 

request of inclusion of a point in the AGENDA and, in the case that of not to be approved,  if he 

considers that is abusive or antisocial exercise of right to go to Court to start a judicial action to 

enforce that modification. 

 CONCLUSSIONS 

1. Any owner can request the modification of the Deed of Constitution and the Statutes in an 

AGM or EGM exposing the justification. 

2. There is not a deadline to do this change and it is necessary the unanimity in all the 

Subcommunities and the General Community. 

3. In the case that an owner considers abusive or antisocial the agreement of not modifying the 

cuotas could start a judicial action against the Community. 

4. It is important to remark that, as is established in art. 5 of the Spanish Law of Horizontal 

Property, the cuota of a property depends on several factors: squared meters, the situation, if it 

is internal or external.  

In the case of Hacienda Riquelme, at a first opinion subject to wider study we don´t consider 

that the coefficient of participation would be described as abusive, anti social or with arithmetical 

mistakes, therefore we see difficult that a claim of modification from any owner could be 

successful, of course, this would be always subjected to the opinion of the Committe, and if 

required to the Judge opinion. 

Should you require further information do not hesitate to contact us. 

Best Regards, 

Resortalia Legal Department 

 


